
Chapter 5, Lesson 1 worksheet…use Chapter 5, Lesson 1 worksheet…use Chapter 5, Lesson 1 worksheet…use Chapter 5, Lesson 1 worksheet…use Life on the Nile RiverLife on the Nile RiverLife on the Nile RiverLife on the Nile River…page 142…page 142…page 142…page 142----152152152152    
 

You will be an Egyptian trader for this activity!  First, there are several steps to prepare you  

for your trading journey around Egypt.  Then, use this information to tell a story about your  

travel, cargo, and places that you go and how you got there 

. 

 

Use pgs. 142 & 148 to decide which cities you start and end your journey (outside Egypt??) 

 

My journey will start in      and we are going to       

 

Traders carried cargo and took it to another place and traded for different goods/materials they need.   

Use Page 149 to tell what Egyptian farmers grew:        

               

The two things Egyptians were first to make and use:        

Use Page 150 to tell what Egyptians mined for:         

               

What tools did they use and tell about animals around the Nile:      

               

Use Page 151…..how did Egyptians travel north on the Nile?       

How did Egyptians travel south on the Nile?         

Use page 152 to do the table below!           

Hull  

 

 

 Sails  

 

 

 Oars  

 

 

 On Deck  

 

 

 



River Animals  

 

 

 



Now…Now…Now…Now…You are going to write a diary about your journey up or down the 

Nile.  Include all the details you can about: 
� where you are goingwhere you are goingwhere you are goingwhere you are going, what cities, what direction….sails up or down?, what cities, what direction….sails up or down?, what cities, what direction….sails up or down?, what cities, what direction….sails up or down? 
� the sights, animals, the sights, animals, the sights, animals, the sights, animals, people and placepeople and placepeople and placepeople and placessss you have encountered you have encountered you have encountered you have encountered  
� the details about your boat, supplies, what you will trade, the details about your boat, supplies, what you will trade, the details about your boat, supplies, what you will trade, the details about your boat, supplies, what you will trade,  
� how you will trade these goods, and what you get in returnhow you will trade these goods, and what you get in returnhow you will trade these goods, and what you get in returnhow you will trade these goods, and what you get in return. 
            
          

          

          

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

               


